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Ground Round 

 

Charles bit into his triple patty cheeseburger. The prices were becoming exorbitant. Soon 

he’d have to be rationing his fast food excursions. It was ridiculous. Grocery store prices were 

even worse, ten dollars for a pound of ground. There was no way he was going to resort to the 

three dollar tasteless tofu alternative.  

Rain began to splatter on the windshield. He thought of his most recent hospital patient, a 

cyclist with a body so battered, he would live, but would he even want to? Would death be 

preferable? The way the world was going, the economy, global warming, overpopulation, one 

less person would be a mercy. He took another bite, there was something about meat that chicken 

couldn’t match. He savored the tart mustardy blend he licked off his dripping fingers. Larger 

droplets plopped onto his vehicle and with them the start of a thrumming roar over the roof of his 

car. Shielded from the elements, the weather didn’t bother Charles any. 

Had weather been the cyclist’s demise? He hadn’t been conscious enough to interrogate. 

Could athletes be suicidal? A disoriented sheep at a loss of how to best serve his community. 

A shape ambled across the parking lot. The sap would be drenched. If he was homeless, 

he’d probably be used to it. This area was getting worse. Every week it seemed a new vagrant 
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was peddling on a street corner. Charles had dreams of his future and it didn’t include the filth 

and degradation these people brought. He could already sense the value of his home dwindling. 

“God helps those that help themselves,” he recalled an old pastor preaching. Yes, he had to 

change something for himself. He watched the figure sit on the bus bench to presumably wait for 

the public transportation, probably not a hobo. Charles doubted the plastic overhang was actually 

providing any protection against the torrent of the storm. 

His second property was little more than a shack in the woods, but it was a shelter and 

even had a dingy mattress which would be tempting bait for wanderers. Secluded, he wondered 

if it could attract any deer. He could turn it into his hunting homestead. That might give the 

property more usefulness. Occupying the property frequently would discourage squatters. He 

grabbed fries, three at a time and dunked them in a glob of ketchup enjoying the mix of sweet 

and salty. 

Medical employees worked for the good of humanity, but what if his purpose could be 

extended to a higher calling? Solving world problems, cleaning up the neighborhood, maybe he 

could create quality product incorporating recycling, he chuckled at his own genius. The answer 

was so simple and he could even turn a profit. Maybe entrepreneurship was is in his future, too. 

He’d be a cross between a renaissance man and Mother Theresa. A jack of all trades with a heart 

of gold. Saving the people that couldn’t be saved and providing a needed, affordable source of 

energy. 

He peered through the rainfall on the windshield, his greasy hands leaving an oily residue 

on the wiper lever. His heart began to accelerate as he scoured the surrounding area. This late at 

night, most of the parking was abandoned with just a few cars for the twenty-four hour fast food 
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shift. There would likely be even fewer people if he drove to his cabin instead of his apartment in 

the city. The bus lolled by with its yellow blinking lights as the drenched passenger boarded. 

“Another piggie goes home.” Charles taunted under his breath. 

Shifting his vehicle into drive, he slowly circled the lot and steered towards the dimly lit 

rear exit. Still within the downtown district, he knew there would be people about, but he needed 

more appropriate sourcing. He coursed through the streets, slowing as he passed long lines of bar 

stragglers. Boisterous millennials, no, they were better suited for paying for his product. It would 

serve their entitled souls well. Continuing to meander out of the city he could still see the skyline 

lit behind him, dwindling in the rear view mirror. His course shifted out of the intricate weave of 

interchanges into the sweet, dark solitude of a curving two lane road. 

He monitored his speed as a set of glowing eyes reflected back at him from the edge of 

the embankment. A deer probably, but highways weren’t the proper venue for game. He 

tempered his acceleration, feeling the water rip against the grip the of the tires. 

A second shape ambled further up the road. It was human. A lone hitchhiker miles away 

from the city. Would anyone notice if he disappeared? He gripped the steering wheel tighter than 

necessary. Water concealed evidence. The rain slowed almost matching his speed. It was as if the 

cosmos were giving him a blessing, enough to be covert, but not be a hindrance. 

Rolling the window down, he approached his unsuspecting subject, “Need a ride?” 

A vapid expression stared back at him. Charles could feel the sweat beneath his armpits 

in anticipation. The vagrant was a nobody. 

He clicked the unlock button and the derelict opened the door, settling in the seat next to 

him. Another round of heavy droplets splattered onto the vehicle quickly turning into sheets of 

gray downpour as he proceeded to accelerate. 
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“Buckle up,” he advised, “Storms have a way of damaging bodies.” 

*** 

Two days later, Charles met up with his fellow medical orderlies at the hospital’s off-site 

pot luck. It was the company’s way of softening the blow for the earlier announcement that 

budget cuts were impacting this year’s lack of raises. It only strengthened Charles’ 

entrepreneurial resolve. Everyone deserved a safety net and he had secured his. 

“Hey, buddy.” His friend, Mark gave him a congenial slap on the back, “How’s it 

going?” 

Charles balanced his plate full of food in one hand and spread his other hand in a 

sweeping motion towards the plentiful buffet in front him, “No complaints, right?” 

Mark nudged him on the arm, “Mmm, make sure you grab one of those sausages on the 

right,” he kissed his fingers as he shut his eyes in ecstasy, “they are incredible!” 

Charles could feel the blush of pride rise inside him. He finished loading his plate and 

raised it towards his friend in a mock cheer, “To the meats.” Taking his meal, they joined their 

rowdy friends at the nearby picnic table. Ignoring the surrounding conversation, Charles’ 

attention was split between a woman pushing a junk filled shopping cart in the park across the 

road and his present mouthful of the truly delectable sausage. 

He would make peanut butter sandwiches for the homeless, after all, that’s how pet 

owners got their dogs to take their medicines. 

“It’s almost too easy,” he thought to himself, as a dribble of his special seasonings clung 

to the corner of his upturned grin.  


